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Events Team

The Impact Team is our community outreach arm. They
extend our hands into the greater Collin County area
by passionately executing community service projects,
voter registration drives, awareness walks, and other civic
engagement and philanthropy efforts.

The events team is designed for individuals who can see
a special event from inception to completion. If you enjoy
brainstorming, organizing and planning events, this team
is for you.
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FireHouse North (Student Ministry)
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Firehouse North provides spiritual mentoring for
students ages 12 -18 in a fun and relevant environment.
Roles include: greeters, tutors, small group leaders, and
chaperones.
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First Time Guests Team
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Medical Team

This team is made up of medical professionals who serve as first
responders in the event of a medical emergency during TPHND
events. Servant leaders must have an active CPR certification or
be willing to attain one.
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Music and Creative Arts
This ministry is for anyone who is passionate about using
their creativity to worship God. Areas include: vocal and
instrumental music, video, art and design, writing, and
dance.

Hospitality
This team creates a warm and welcoming environment
for our guests and members. They are responsible for
decorating, food set-up and service, and greeting and
hosting special guests that visit TPHND.

I.T. team
The I.T. Team supports TPHND’s information and
technology infrastructure on-site, online and through
social networks. Servant leaders must be trainable
and possess moderate level experience with operating
systems, networking and the ability to resolve basic
technical issues.

Guest Services Team
The guest services team provides information to those
needing assistance with our programs, services and
special events. It is important for team members to have
clear communication skills and a desire to help others.
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Greeters
Our greeters prepare people for a positive worship
experience by welcoming and assisting them to a seat,
facilitating the offering, and maintaining a distractionfree environment. Members of this team should be
people-friendly, have a desire to help others, and physical
stamina to stand for extended periods of time.
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iHeart Team
The volunteer services team assists members in finding
the best place to serve. These individuals are responsible
for walking each member through the volunteer process
and communicating with department/ team leaders to
determine servant leader needs.

The first-time guests team leaves a lasting impression on
TPHND visitors. This team hosts and welcomes guests,
answers questions, and models genuine fellowship.
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impact team
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New Members Team
The new members team assists with membership
intake, answers questions about TPHND, follows up and
makes sure that every new member is having a fulfilling
experience.

NOW THAT YOU’RE HERE...

GET PLUGGED IN!
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north side kids (children’s Ministry)
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We offer children (ages 3-11) a place of wonder and
discovery as they learn Biblical truths. Our goal is to create
an environment that is both educational and entertaining.
Roles include: music and fine arts leaders, registration and
administration, teachers, monitoring newborns through
toddlers.
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Parking Team

The social media team communicates what happens in our
church to the world via Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
other platforms. Social media servant leaders should have
strong writing skills and a solid understanding of social
media marketing.
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Resource Center Team
This team is responsible for our on-site bookstore. They
provide CD and DVD duplication and product sales. No
experience is required, but members must be good with
numbers, people-friendly, and able to stand for extended
periods of time.

Photography Team
Our photographers capture and archive what happens
during our worship experience and special events.
Photography servant leaders should have experience
manually operating DSLR camera equipment in a variety of
lighting scenarios.

Production Team
The production team uses media and technology to
support and enhance the worship experience. They are
responsible for assisting light and sound engineers, stage
direction, camera operation, and live video production.

As the initial point of contact, the parking team assists
our members and guests with parking and traffic flow.
Responsibilities include: golf cart drivers, pedestrian safety,
parking direction, and greeting each person with a smile. Must
love being outdoors.

Social Media Team
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Safety Team
The safety team is committed to maintaining a secure,
safe, and inviting environment. They are the first
responders to disturbances and distractions and work
closely with the deacons to make sure issues are handled.
Members of this team must be team-players, alert and
aware, possess a thick skin, and have physical stamina
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